
 

                      

 

 

 

 

                               

 

Zorloo introduces Aero Digital Earphone, a complete HiFi system at only 30g 

The Aero Digital Earphone (“Aero”) is no more an earphone but a complete musical system with digital audio 

connection, world-class HiFi DAC, integrated amplifier and HearSwap interchangeable earphone drivers for all-

around listening experiences. 

 

Zorloo embeds the latest digital audio technology in Aero for all mobile platforms (iPhone and Android), with a 

HiFi system shrunk into the size of a traditional earphone. While the sound produced from traditional earphone 

is limited by the quality of analog audio signal from the mobile phone output device, Aero converts digital audio 

from the mobile interface (Lightning, Micro-USB or USB-C) into stunning audio with its HiFi DAC built inside the 

earphone. All mobile phone users can now enjoy flawless music playback regardless of the brand or model of 

their devices. 



 

             

 

 

                          

 

                                  

 

 

 

 

                   

Aero uses the best-of-the-class HiFi ESS SABRE 9018 audio DAC with built-in headphone amplifier to deliver every 

fine detail with crystal clear sound. The audio output is fed to the custom made 14.8mm driver which not only 

reproduces the music in a faithful manner but is also itself capable of being replaced for personal taste, thanks to 

the modular architecture of the earphone driver design. 

 

HearSwap - Aero earphone drivers are detachable to enable easy swap with other driver modules for different 

listening experiences. There are 3 different driver modules available, namely ‘Acoustic’, ‘Euphoric’ and 

‘Nostalgic’. ‘Acoustic’ driver module is tuned for a linear response while ‘Euphoric’ for a stronger bass and 

‘Nostalgic’ a warm sound signature, to suit individual preference. 

 



 

                           

 

 

                          

                

                      

                                  

  

The 2 common solutions for users not satisfying with their mobile phone audio, such as using a stand-alone 

digital audio player or connecting to an external USB-DAC, are all expensive and by no means handy. Aero has 

come to relief to offer the most elegant solution which is truly mobile and, after all, affordable. 

 

Zorloo will launch the ‘Aero Digital Earphone’ campaign at Indiegogo (http://igg.me/at/adigitalearphone) on 

March-1-2016. There are 3 different versions to support the latest digital interface standards: Apple Lightning, 

Android Micro-USB and Android USB-C. All Aero digital earphones come with the ‘Acoustic’ driver module. The 

‘Euphoric’ and ‘Nostalgic’ driver modules are sold separately. The suggested retail price for Aero is USD119 and 

it will be offered at a special USD69 perk for the early bird backers at the Indiegogo campaign. 

 

http://igg.me/at/adigitalearphone


 
                           

                                              

                                              

                                              

 

 

                  About Zorloo (www.zorloo.com) 

Zorloo (HK) Limited is a Hong Kong based company established in 2014. It specializes in HiFi audio product design  

and markets under the Zorloo brand. Zorloo introduced Z:ero digital earphone and ZuperDAC portable HiFi USB-

DAC in 2015 and were all successfully funded at Indiegogo. Z:ero and ZuperDAC are now available at Zorloo 

online store and other online marketplaces. Zorloo’s vision is to bring affordable HiFi audio to all music lovers. 

 


